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Suggestion for comfortable reclining, if you are sitting on a standard dining room chair without
arms. Rotate your chair 90° clockwise, so the back is now to your left. Drape your left arm over
the back of the chair, lean to the left, et voilà - comfortable l`ny zaiqd. If the back of your
chair is too high for comfort, you'll have to find another comfortable position for reclining.







SUGGESTION It might be a workable idea to keep the Seder moving at a
decent pace, even though you and other participants have many explanations and
Divrei Torah to share. Then, if you and others still have the energy, you can stay at the
Seder table - after you help clean up - and expound upon the miracles of Y'tzi'at
Mitzrayim and practices of the Seder for as long as you want (even until it is time to
recite the SH’MA of the morning - sound familiar?). 

One should be sensitive to his/her spouse, children, and guests and not turn a very
special occasion into torture for those who are fighting to stay awake. Finish up, let
them go to sleep, and then you can really fulfill the concept of: "And he who expands
the telling of Y’TZI’AT MITZRAYIM, this is praiseworthy." 

There are even opinions expressed among early Hagada commentators, that it is not
necessarily praiseworthy to stretch the Magid portion of the Seder, for this delays the
fulfillment of the mitzvot of Matza and Maror, makes it difficult for children (and others)
to remain focused, and can often cause one to either rush the Afikoman or miss the
CHATZOT deadline.

Wishing you and yours a
CHAG KASHER V'SAMEI'ACH

and an enjoyable & meaningful SEDER


